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ABSTRACT 
In July 2008, the Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) and the IRT-2000 research reactor 
in Sofia, Bulgaria, operated by the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE), 
safely shipped 6.44 kilograms of Russian-origin highly enriched uranium (HEU) spent nuclear 
fuel (SNF) to the Russian Federation.  The shipment, which resulted in the removal of all HEU 
from Bulgaria, was conducted by truck, barge, and rail modes of transport across two transit 
countries before reaching the final destination at the Production Association Mayak (Mayak) 
facility in Ozersk, Russia.  This paper describes the work, equipment, organizations, and 
approvals that were required to complete the spent fuel shipment and provides lessons learned 
that might assist other research reactor operators with their own spent nuclear fuel shipments. 

INTRODUCTION 
The IRT–2000 research reactor is a pool type, light 
water cooled and moderated reactor located in 
Sofia, Bulgaria.  It was constructed in 1959 by the 
Kurchatov Institute of Moscow, Russia. The 
reactor is part of the Nuclear Scientific 
Experimental and Education Centre (NSEEC) and 
is operated by the Institute for Nuclear Research 
and Nuclear Energy (INRNE), Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences.  IRT-2000 went critical in 1961 with a 
nominal power of 1000 kW, increased power to 
1500 kW in 1965, and increased again in 1970 to 
2000 kW.  The reactor was temporarily shut down 
in 1989 and is now being refurbished into a 
200 kW reactor.  IRT-2000 operated with Russian-
origin type C-36 (36% enrichment) and type EK-10 (10% enrichment) fuel assemblies. Twenty-
eight type IRT-2M fuel assemblies (36% enrichment) were received and stored at the facility but 
never used in the reactor. 

Under a contract between INRNE and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and 
with cooperation of the United States of America and the Russian Federation, all of the IRT-2M 
fuel assemblies, amounting to 16.91 kg of highly enriched uranium (HEU), were shipped by air 
to Russia on 23 December 2003.  The unirradiated fuel assemblies were loaded into Russian 
transportation casks, sealed by IAEA safeguards inspectors, transported by truck to an airport 
near Gorna Oryahovitsa, Bulgaria, and shipped by air in a Russian commercial aircraft to 
Dimitrovgrad, Russia, where the HEU was down-blended into low enriched uranium (LEU). 

Figure 1: Cask Loading 
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The remaining sixteen type C-36 (6.44 kg HEU) and fifty eight type EK-10 (72.48 kg LEU) 
spent nuclear fuel assemblies were shipped to the Russian Federation in July 2008 with 
assistance from the Russian Research Reactor Fuel Return Program (RRRFR), one of several 
programs operated by the U.S. Department of Energy National/Nuclear Security 
Administration’s (DOE/NNSA) Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI).  The spent fuel 
shipment is described in this paper. 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
Planning for the spent fuel shipment began in October 2004 and was completed in July 2008.  
This 45-month lead time was necessary to meet local and international requirements to ship the 
SNF safely and securely and was also necessitated by the availability of the spent fuel shipping 
casks selected for the shipment. 

Early planning efforts identified the Bulgaria project lifecycle activities expected for the 
shipment.  However, at that time INRNE had no experience with shipping spent fuel, no RRRFR 
spent fuel shipments had been completed, and Russia was developing new legal procedures to 
import spent fuel.  Consequently, some of the activities were defined as work progressed.  As 
other RRRFR spent fuel shipments were completed, the Bulgarian tasks were refined to use 
procedures and lessons learned from those shipments.  The final Bulgarian project ended up 
with 17 major tasks composed of 37 subtasks.  The general task activities can be summarized as 
Planning and Management, Facility Modifications, Spent Fuel Inspections, Licenses, Cask 
Loading, and Transportation.  Table 1 shows the times required for each general activity, 
including task approval, performance, and acceptance of the final deliverables.  The spent fuel 
inspections were unique in that they did not require continuous activities for the complete time 
shown in Table 1.  Instead, non-fuel movement activities were completed in 2005 and 2006 but 
fuel movement activities occurred in 2008 after a Bulgaria-U.S. government-to-government 
agreement was signed. All other activities were continuous for the periods shown. 

General Task Activity 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Planning & Management      
Facility Modifications      
Spent Fuel Inspections      
Licenses      
Cask Loading      
Transportation      

Table 1: General Task Activity Schedule 

INRNE provided a Project Manager and Assistant Project Manager to plan and manage all 
activities and was assisted by an RRRFR Country Project Officer from the Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL).  A large number of INRNE operators, technicians, and administrative 
personnel provided support for the many complex activities.  Both Bulgarian and international 
contracts were required to complete some of the tasks.  Each task and subtask required time for 
INRNE to develop and agree on the scope of work, provide a cost and schedule estimate, 
perform the work, and provide the contract deliverable documents to DOE/NNSA. 

CASK SELECTION 
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Several potential research reactor fuel shipping casks were considered for the Bulgaria 
shipment, including casks from the United States, Russia, and the Czech Republic.  Because of 

the high capacity and availability for the planned shipment date, 
the Škoda VPVR/M cask was selected.  This top and bottom 
loading cask allowed fuel assemblies to be loaded into the cask 
basket at the bottom of the IRT-2000 reactor pool, minimizing 
personnel radiation exposure during loading, and also allowed 
the baskets to be remotely unloaded from the top when received 
at the Mayak facility using their standard cask unloading 
equipment.  Three VPVR/M casks were used:  one cask 
contained 15 HEU spent fuel assemblies and two casks 
contained a total of 58 LEU spent fuel assemblies, split equally 
between the two casks.  Six LEU fuel pins were loaded into a 
fuel assembly-sized canister, whose design was approved by 

Mayak, welded closed, and inserted into the basket as though it were a normal spent fuel 
assembly. 

FACILITY MODIFICATIONS AND EQUIPMENT 
After the cask was selected, several facility modifications were identified as necessary to allow 
use of the VPVR/M casks in the IRT-2000 reactor hall.  To assure that the empty and loaded 
cask weights would not cause damage, structural analyses of the reactor shielding and reactor 
hall floor were completed.  Also, core samples of the reactor access pavement were analyzed to 
assure the loaded casks and transport trucks would not sink into the pavement. As a result of the 
cask selection and the structural analyses, the following facility modifications were completed: 

� Replacement of the reactor hall crane with a higher capacity 12.5-ton bridge crane; 
� Fabrication of a support platform to hold the VPVR/M cask above the reactor pool; 
� Fabrication of weight distribution frames to support cask and truck weights in the reactor 

hall; 
� Replacement of the reactor building access pavement; 
� Installation of an underwater camera and lights to assist with basket loading; 
� Upgrade of the reactor hall electrical power supply to support the cask drying equipment; 

and 
� Modification of the ventilation air-ducts above the reactor pool to exhaust potentially 

contaminated air to an existing filtered ventilation system. 

VPVR/M cask handling, loading, and cask drying equipment was provided under contract by the 
Nuclear Research Institute (NRI), Rez, Czech Republic, owner of the casks.  Some of the cask 
handling equipment was shipped to Mayak with the loaded casks and the remaining equipment 
was returned to NRI. 

SPENT FUEL INSPECTIONS 
The shipping license applications for Bulgaria, Russia, and the transit countries of Romania and 
Ukraine required accurate spent fuel assembly data.  The original fuel supply data was reviewed 
by Mayak personnel to verify the spent fuel material was of Russian-origin, a condition required 
to repatriate it to Russia. The spent fuel irradiation data and physical conditions were also 
determined and recorded on a passport for each assembly.  To assure compliance with Russian 
requirements and acceptance at Mayak, the spent fuel inspection and irradiation calculation 
procedures were reviewed and accepted by Mayak personnel prior to use.  A review of storage 

Figure 2: Loading Cask 
into ISO Container 
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pool water records indicated that no failed fuel existed.  Prior to shipment the final spent fuel 
data was reviewed by Mayak and accepted for delivery. 

GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT AGREEMENTS 
The legal basis for the RRRFR program is a government-to-government agreement between the 
Russian Federation and the United States that was signed in May 2004.  This agreement allowed 
the United States to assist third countries with the repatriation of Russian-origin HEU research 
reactor fuel and obligated Russia to accept and down blend the HEU into LEU.  Based on this 
agreement, Bulgaria signed bilateral agreements with the United States to assist with the 
transport and with Russia to import the spent fuel.  No new agreement was required for the 
Bulgarian spent fuel to transit Romania.  Transit of the spent fuel across Ukraine complied with 
an existing trilateral agreement between Bulgaria, Ukraine, and Russia used for Kozloduy 
Nuclear Power Plant commercial spent fuel shipments.  However, the agreement had to be 
supplemented by a transport conditions document describing the specific characteristics of the 
IRT-2000 research reactor spent fuel. 

CASK AND SHIPPING LICENSES 
Approved cask and shipping licenses were required from 
Russia, Ukraine, Romania, and Bulgaria, and final 
approval had to be in sequential order from destination to 
origination.  The Czech Republic had previously licensed 
the VPVR/M cask in Russia for their RRRFR spent fuel 
shipment and the license was still valid for the Bulgaria 
shipment.  The Competent Authorities in Ukraine, 
Romania, and Bulgaria reviewed the Russian cask 
certificate, accepted it in accordance with their rules, and 
each issued a cask license for Bulgaria.  Russia issued a 
combined cask and shipping license. 

The Russian shipping license required the completion of a set of technical activities, an 
environmental assessment, public education meetings, and expert reviews, collectively called 
the Unified Project, which required a long time to complete.  The Kozloduy Nuclear Power 
Plant (KNPP), which periodically ships its commercial spent fuel through Romania and Ukraine 
to Russia, assisted INRNE with the preparation of the Romania and Ukraine transit licenses. The 
KNPP’s prior experience was very valuable and expedited all of the procedural, transportation, 
and security arrangements for license approvals from Bulgaria, Romania, and Ukraine. 

CASK LOADING 
Prior to cask loading, INRNE operators and technicians were trained on cask handling and cask 
loading by representatives of NRI and the Škoda company.  NRI had prior experience loading 
the VPVR/M casks for their RRRFR spent fuel shipment and Škoda was the cask designer.  
Cask loading began one week after this training was completed.  IAEA and Euratom inspectors 
witnessed all cask loading and applied tamper indicating seals on each cask.  The sealed casks 
were stored inside the reactor hall until all final transportation approvals were obtained.

TRANSPORTATION 
The Bulgarian SNF was transported from IRT-2000 to Mayak by truck, barge, and railcar.  After 
all final shipment authorizations were obtained, the VPVR/M casks were loaded into ISO 
containers designed for the transportation of these casks and the ISO containers were placed on 
nuclear licensed trucks provided by the Kozloduy NPP.  On 5 July 2008, the truck convoy left 
IRT-2000 with a security escort and travelled by public roads to the Kozloduy NPP where the 

Figure 3: Casks on Barge 
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casks were transferred into a nuclear licensed barge owned by Kozloduy.  On 6 July, after 
clearing a final check by Romania’s Competent Authority and after document approval by 
Bulgarian Customs agents, the barge departed down the Danube River toward the Black Sea.  
The shipment cleared Romanian Customs a few days later at Calarasi and finished the river 
transport at the port of Izmail, Ukraine.  After Ukrainian Customs cleared the shipment, the 
casks were transferred from the barge onto flatbed railcars and transported to the Ukrainian-
Russian border.  At the border, title to the SNF was transferred from INRNE to Mayak.  The 
shipment continued by rail to Mayak where it was accepted on 17 July 2008. 

A representative from INRNE, with authority to sign for the transfer of SNF title, accompanied 
the shipment from the IRT-2000 reactor to the Ukrainian-Russian border.  A Mayak 
representative also accompanied the shipment from the IRT-2000 reactor all the way to the 
Mayak facility.  In addition to the continuous physical monitoring of the shipment by these 
Consignor and Consignee representatives, security personnel accompanied the shipment for the 
entire transport.  No security or other incidents occurred.  After the fuel was stored at Mayak, 
the empty casks were shipped by air in a commercial Russian cargo aircraft from Chelyabinsk, 
Russia, to Budapest, Hungary for Hungary’s RRRFR shipment of spent fuel. 

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED 
The planning and execution of the Bulgarian spent fuel shipment required many organizations 
within and outside of Bulgaria.  INRNE was the primary organization within Bulgaria as the 
owner and shipment Consignor of the spent fuel.  INRNE contracted with DOE/NNSA and the 
INL for the shipment activities, managed all contracted work and deliverables, and either 
performed or subcontracted all work.  The Bulgarian Nuclear Regulatory Agency provided 
Competent Authority approvals of all cask loading and shipment activities and accompanied the 
spent fuel from the IRT-2000 reactor until it departed down the Danube River.  Kozloduy 
nuclear power plant personnel provided valuable help with planning, assisted with transportation 
license applications, assisted with arrangements for Bulgarian and transit country Customs 
approvals, provided licensed trucks and drivers, leased their nuclear-licensed river barge, 
arranged for the barge tugboat, and provided security on the Kozloduy site.  Several Bulgarian 
Ministries were involved in the preparation and approval of government-to-government 
agreements, approval of the route and mode of transport, and security arrangements.  INRNE 
subcontracted Bulgarian private companies for some of the equipment purchases and 
fabrications.

Organizations outside of Bulgaria included many from the United States, Russian Federation, 
IAEA, European Commission, Romania, Ukraine, and the Czech Republic.  The U.S. 
DOE/NNSA provided funding, program management, legal arrangements, and managed a 
contract with INRNE for part of the work.  The U.S. Department of State worked with DOE to 
prepare and sign a bilateral Bulgaria-USA government-to-government agreement that allowed 
DOE/NNSA to assist with the shipment. INL, a DOE subcontractor, provided project 
management and a second contract with INRNE.  

The State Corporation Rosatom (Rosatom) provided program management, legal arrangements, 
Russian cask and shipping licenses, and coordination of shipment-related activities in the 
Russian Federation. Rosatom assisted with the preparation and approval of two government-to-
government agreements: a bilateral Bulgaria-Russian Federation government-to-government 
agreement to import the spent fuel into Russia; and a tri-lateral agreement between Bulgaria, 
Ukraine, and Russia to transit Ukraine territory. The Federal Center for Nuclear and Radiation 
Safety (FCNRS) coordinated the Unified Project activities and managed the Foreign Trade 
Contract between FCNRS and INRNE that covered the transportation and reprocessing activities 
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within Russia.  Mayak reviewed the spent fuel data, witnessed the cask loading, assisted with 
transportation within Russia, accepted and stored the spent fuel at their facility, and will process 
the HEU spent fuel into LEU.  The private Sosny R&D Company acted as a liaison between 
INRNE and the Russian organizations, provided a transportation options study, and performed 
many other subcontracted activities supporting the shipment preparations and execution. 

The IAEA assisted with early planning efforts and provided safeguards inspectors that witnessed 
the cask loading and sealed the casks with tamper indicating devices prior to shipment.  The 
European Commission provided legal review and concurrence of the INRNE international 
shipment contracts and provided Euratom safeguards inspectors to witness the loading and apply 
their own cask seals prior to shipment. 

The National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN) provided cask and transport 
licenses to authorize the transit of Romania en route to Russia.  The Izotop Ltd. Company 
arranged for the transit licenses, rail carrier services, and security during transit across Ukraine 
to Russia.  NRI and the Škoda company, both from the Czech Republic, provided cask handling 
training and cask design technical support. 

CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED 
With GTRI assistance, Bulgaria planned and safely shipped of 6.44 kg of HEU and 72.48 kg of 
LEU spent nuclear fuel from the IRT-2000 research reactor to Russia in July 2008.  This 
shipment, combined with the previous shipment of 16.91 kg of HEU fresh fuel in December 
2003, removed all HEU from the Republic of Bulgaria, a significant global nuclear 
nonproliferation accomplishment. Several key lessons learned from this shipment include: 

� Expedite the process by using a carrier with experience 
shipping nuclear materials to Russia; 

� Sign transportation carrier and security contracts as far in 
advance as possible; 

� Request shipping document preparation help from 
experienced shippers (e.g., Kozloduy NPP) and PA 
Mayak as early as possible; 

� Prepare and approve all permits and licenses as far in 
advance as possible; 

� Procure nuclear liability, cargo, and personnel insurance 
as far in advance as possible; 

� Provide a Consignor senior technical person to 
accompany the shipment who has the authority to resolve issues enroute; 

� Provide the Consignor senior technical person accompanying the shipment with 
communications equipment, a laptop computer and a printer; 

� Pre-arrange a secure method for 24-hour monitoring and reporting during shipment to 
provide “Need-to-Know” information to appropriate authorities and to obtain immediate 
technical support, if needed; 

� Include the nuclear regulator and safety authorities in the early planning stage and 
throughout the implementation; 

� Establish good cooperation with other important partners, such as the carrier, security 
forces, and emergency response organizations, and request their help to plan and provide 
support during the shipment; and 

� Assure that key personnel in all involved organizations have a sufficient security level to 
discuss relevant shipment details. 

Figure 4: Transferring 
SNF Title at Russian 

Border
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